
Breaking Up
Dog Fights

Bright Eyed Canines

Please note that tools and methods in this document are for emergency use only.
Seek professional help and clarification if needed.

Overview
● Important notes
● Prevention
● Dog attacks you
● Dog attacks others
● After a fight

Important Notes
You may need to try multiple methods before getting out of a fight. It is
recommended that you practice a range of fight break up methods, carry tools such
as Spray Shield or a water bottle, and always practice prevention.

Prevention
Prevention with others dogs

● Treat animals with respect and wait for clear consent before and during
approach and handling.

● Learn how to read dog body language
● If a dog is wearing anything yellow, or giving concerning body language, give

them lots of space.
● Have an escape plan

Prevention with your own dog
● Have your dog wear informative clothing if they are reactive towards anything.
● Muzzle train your dog even if you feel they don’t need it (yet)
● Have an escape plan
● Hold your lead close to your hips if your dog is pulling
● Hold your leash in a leash lock: https://youtu.be/ebQrV_LnCVQ
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If A Dog Attacks You
Watch this webinar for defensive handling skills: https://youtu.be/R5aKUrPLkco

What NOT to do
● Scream
● Run
● Flail limbs
● Give direct eye contact

Try the following, roughly in this order:
1. If available, ask bystander for help
2. Try to stay on your feet. If you are on the ground, cover your head and neck.
3. Use your environment, e.g.  jump into a ute’s trailer, place something between

you, climb something, etc.
4. If you are holding the attacking dog’s lead, hold it roughly 20cm from the

attachment point and straighten your arm straight out. This may only work
with dogs smaller than you.

5. Use a water spray bottle, shake pebbles inside can or jug (or bystander can),
or use Spray Shield or Halt! products

6. If the dog bites and holds then hold their head still so it doesn’t tear anything.
You can then try “feeding” the dog something, like a piece of clothing.

If A Dog Attacks Another Human/Dog/Animal
Try the following, roughly in this order:

1. Block dog with a bin, chair, jacket, blanket etc.
2. Spray with a water bottle or hose, shake pebbles inside can or jug, use Spray

Shield or Halt! products, or airhorn.
3. If the above don’t work and the dog is doing a snapping motion, then you can

try grabbing the dog’s hips, holding them high and then pulling the dog away.
Be aware that the dog may turn on you.

4. If the dog has bit and is firmly holding on then try the below methods:

‘Feed the bite’ method
● Best with two people
● Stabilise (still) each dog’s head
● Push dogs very quickly towards each other and you will sometimes get a

release.
● Pull away as soon as there is release

Break Stick method
● Break stick is a particular product
● Only for dogs who grip
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● Have dog in a controlled position (between legs), hold collar or scruff then use
break stick

● Insert just behind canine tooth, turn like a motorcycle throttle
● Do not use it as a leaver

‘Choke dog off’ method
● If you only have a slip lead
● Put foot against biting dog to stabilise, slip lead around their neck and tighten
● Move dog away and loosen lead once the dog releases it’s hold or is

unconscious
● It may take a few minutes

After A Fight
After dogs are separated and secure:

1. Breathe
2. Check yourself and dog for injuries
3. Use a clean rag or towel to staunch any bleeding
4. Do not medicate or attempt to treat wounds of dogs (unless you know how).
5. Call a vet immediately if there are injuries to a dog (wounds from a dog fight

can often damage tissue far deeper than the human eye can see and your
dog will likely need antibiotics to prevent infection).

6. Go to a doctor or hospital if you have any injuries such as bites.
7. Keep your dog separated from triggers (e.g. other dogs or humans,

depending on situation) for 36 - 48 hours.
8. If needed, with the help of a professional, gradually work to reintroduce your

dog to others and/or overcome fears.

I wish you and your dog well,

Amy Hingee
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